Observation of neovascularization of the disc associated with proliferative diabetic retinopathy using OCT angiography.
To describe the relationship between the vitreous and the neovascularization of the disc (NVD) using swept source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) and OCT angiography (OCTA). Retrospective. We examined 17 eyes of 11 consecutive patients diagnosed as NVD associated with proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR). The location of the NVD feeder or collector vessels were examined by using RTVue XR Avanti. To determine the condition of the posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) and the proliferative tissue of the NVD, we performed 12 mm horizontal and vertical scans through the disc using SS-OCT. OCT images of all 17 cases indicated there was no PVD on the optic disc. OCTA showed that the locations of the newly formed vessels from the optic disc were overwhelmingly outside the physiological cupping (95%). No cases exhibited formation of neovascularization inside the physiological cupping. OCT images revealed all 17 eyes had proliferative tissues located under the posterior wall of the vitreous, with 12 out of 17 eyes exhibiting additional invasion of the proliferative tissue into the vitreous through the posterior wall. Epiretinal membrane or a thickened posterior wall of the vitreous was present in 10 out of the 17 eyes. NVD associated with PDR arises from outside the physiological cupping and grows along the posterior wall of the vitreous. The absence of PVD on the optic disc is essential to the growth of NVD.